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SUMMARY
During animal development precise coordination and regulation of cell
proliferation, differentiation and cell death is required for proper tissue
organization.  This is achieved through specific cell communication by
intercellular signals.  Cell death, for example, is a mechanism utilized by
multicellular organisms for several developmental processes such as elimination
of damaged cells or morphological shaping.  Apoptosis can be induced by
intrinsic signals generated within the cells or from extrinsic signals received from
the surrounding environment.  This work centered on the analysis of the
mechanisms and signals that trigger apoptosis during Drosophila oogenesis.
Drosophila ovaries are composed of approximately 16-20 ovarioles, each of
which contains a series of egg chambers that are proceeding through the 14
stages of oogenesis moving from the germarium toward the oviduct.  For the
mature egg to be formed cell death has to occur at specific stages both in the
germline (nurse cells) and in the somatic cells (follicle cells).  However, whether
this apoptosis is caused by intrinsic or extrinsic signals is not known.  In addition
to this developmentally controlled cell death, apoptosis can also be induced by
environmental cues.  Under starvation, for example, there is an increase of
apoptosis at particular stages: in the germarium and at mid-oogenesis.  Mid-
oogenesis (stage8/9) is when vitellogenesis starts.  At these stages the state of the
egg chambers are checked in order to eliminate, through apoptosis of the
germline, defective egg chambers.  In starved flies, through activation of this
“check-point”, oogenesis is blocked before vitellogeneis starts.  It is not clear
what are the signals that prevent apoptosis at mid-oogenesis in well-fed flies.  In
this study I have analyzed the function of a newly identified signaling molecule
CG7447 during Drosophila oogenesis.  My results indicate that CG7447 is
required to prevent apoptosis at mid-oogenesis in well-fed flies.  CG7447 RNA is
only detectable in cells of the germarium, but not at later stages of oogenesis.
When an HA tagged version of CG7447 (CG7447-HA) was expressed in the
follicle cells of the germarium, this protein was found to be enriched in the
oocyte during stages 2-8.  These data suggest that CG7447 might be a secreted
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protein produced in the germarium, which is then secreted into the oocyte.  To
test the function of CG7447 during oogenesis, I generated a mutant allele.  The
mutation in CG7447 reduced female fertility.  Mutant ovaries showed a block of
egg chamber development at mid-oogenesis and this block correlated with
apoptosis of the follicle cells.  These mutant phenotypes could be reversed by
expression of CG7447-HA, showing that these defects are due to the mutation in
CG7447.  Surprisingly, expression of CG7447-HA in the follicle cells only from
stage 9 onward could restore fertility and normal oogenesis in CG7447 mutant
indicating that CG7447 is required for follicle cells survival at later stages.
Proper nutritional conditions are required to prevent apoptosis in the germline.
Our data suggest that CG7447 is instead required to prevent apoptosis in the
follicle cells.  Thus our analysis appear to have identified a novel signaling
pathway that prevents survival of follicle cells in well-fed flies.  Finally, our
bioinformatic analysis showed that CG7447 is homologous to vertebrate EGF-
like domain 7 (Egfl7) and EGF-like domain 8 (Egfl8) proteins.  Importantly,
expression of mouse Egfl7 or Egfl8 were able to confer normal oogenesis and
fertility to CG7447 mutant flies.  We therefore conclude that CG7447 is an
evolutionary conserved protein and that CG7447 and Egfl7/8 share a common
molecular function.  CG7447 is a newly identified signaling molecule required
during Drosophila oogenesis to promote the survival of follicle cells and to allow
entry into vitellogenesis.  Identification of the signaling cascade triggered by
CG7447 will be important to more precisely understand its function during
oogenesis. It may also help to reveal the molecular role of Egfl7/8 during
vertebrate development.
Introduction
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1 INTRODUCTION
Creating and maintaining tissue organization during animal development
requires the coordination of many events like cell proliferation, differentiation,
cell death or cell motility.  This is achieved by a precise regulation of cell
behavior as a response to cues received from the surrounding environment.  It is
crucial that cells receive and interpret these signals in the proper manner because
a signal produced in the wrong time or place will induce inappropriate
developmental responses such as uncoordinated growth and formation of tumors.
Cell communication and intercellular signals are at the base of development.  In
order to understand how this precise regulation of events is accomplished it has
been essential to discover the signaling molecules and their transduction
pathways that drive the development of tissues and organs.  Many of these
molecules have been identified and this led to the finding that the same signaling
pathways are maintained in several developmental situations and organisms.
Though the same signal can induce different effects depending on the
developmental state of the receiving cell.  The discovery of new developmental
genes and the identification of their regulatory networks are essential steps in
trying to understand the mechanisms that lead to the development of a tissue.
During my thesis project I have identified and characterized the role of a gene
(CG7447) during Drosophila oogenesis.  CG7447 encodes for a putative secreted
protein containing multiple EGF domains.  The analysis of CG7447 mutant
phenotype, and the RNA and the protein localization in wild type flies suggested a
putative role of CG7447 as a signaling molecule required for cell survival in
follicle cells during mid-oogenesis.  Additionally CG7447 was found to be a
member of the EGFL7 and EGFL8 family.  I have shown that mouse EGFL7 and
EGFL8 cDNA can compensate the loss of CG7447 indicating a functional
conservation between mouse and Drosophila proteins.  In particularly, the lack of
CG7447 is triggering cell death but not only in the producing cells but in the
neighboring cells suggesting indeed that CG7447 might be a secreted protein that
act as survival factor during Drosophila oogenesis.
Introduction
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1.1 Apoptosis during development
Apoptosis is a mechanism utilized by multicellular organisms throughout
development for a wide variety of developmental processes such as elimination
of damaged cells, controlling cell number, and morphological shaping. Proper
growth of a developing tissue is achieved by a tight regulation of cell
proliferation and cell death in order to reach a balance between these two events.
During embryonic development for instance cell deaths are essential for
successful organogenesis, or in adult organisms apoptosis is required to maintain
normal cellular homeostasis. The physiological role of cell death was analyzed
first in mammal (Colussi and Kumar 1999), but because the high degree of
genetic redundancy no definitive conclusions could be drawn. Since the
biochemical and genetic regulation of programmed cell death is evolutionary
conserved across the species, the genetic pathways that regulate this process were
determined in lower species such as C. elegans and D. melanogaster (Fig. 1).
Fig.1: Evolutionary conserved cell death pathways in C.elegans, Drosophila and mammals,
same colors indicates evolutionary conserved elements. Ced-4, ARK and Apaf-1 are adaptor
molecules that facilitate caspases activation in response to upstream signaling pathways.
(adapted from McCarthy JV, 2005)
Introduction
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The nematode C. elegans has been very useful for investigating how patterns of
cell fates are established during development because it has a completely defined
cell lineage. Differentiation and development of each cell follows precise and
predetermined pathways. Additionally, C. elegans undergoes highly regulated
cell death and it was this system that provided the first evidence for the genetic
regulation of apoptosis (Ellis and Horvitz 1986; Horvitz 1999). Importantly these
studies have identified cell autonomous and non-autonomous mechanisms that
regulate cell death. Developmental cell death can either be a pre-determined cell
fate or the consequence of insufficient signals that normally promote cell survival
(Twomey and McCarthy 2005). The presence of these survival signals coming
from the extracellular matrix or neighboring cells, inhibit the apoptotic response
but in the absence of such signals the cell is now free to enter apoptosis (Raff
1992). Mis-regulation of cell death has been implicated in many diseases
including neurodegenerative diseases, leukemia or cancer. A hallmark of cancer
cells is their ability to survive in culture despite the absence of growth or survival
signals.
1.1a Induction of apoptosis during development
As mentioned before apoptosis can be triggered by stimuli coming from the
extracellular environment (non-autonomous) or, being a predetermined event, can
be triggered from the cell itself (autonomous). In C. elegans it mostly exits the
cell autonomous cell death (Richardson and Kumar 2002) whereas in Drosophila
and mammals both the mechanisms are present. Autonomous cell death can be
initiated either by physiological changes occurring in the cell like DNA damage
or defects in differentiation. Or it can just be a consequence of normal process of
terminal differentiation. In the non-autonomous cell death, apoptosis depends
upon cell interaction. In vertebrate and Drosophila some cells are destined to die
unless in the surrounding environment survival or trophic factors are present. In
this process is the integration of many cellular signals induced by survival or
Introduction
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growth factor for examples that determine when cell death occurs during
development. Studies in the nervous system in Drosophila offered the first
evidence on how extracellular survival factors can regulate tissue development by
controlling cell death (Bergmann, Agapite et al. 1998; Bergmann, Tugentman et
al. 2002). During glial development loss of SPITZ, the secreted ligand of the
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), is triggering cell death in these cells.
The interaction between SPITZ and the EGFR initiates the Ras pathway that
leads to the suppression of the pro-apoptotic protein HID by MAPK dependent
phosphorylation of Hid sites.
1.1b Molecular components of apoptosis
Execution of apoptosis goes through an evolutionary conserved class of
cysteine proteases called caspases (reviewed in (Danial and Korsmeyer 2004; Shi
2004). Caspases are produced as inactive zymogens, possessing an N-terminal
prodomain. In response to apoptotic signals, they are activated by a sequential
cleavage of two aspartate residues. Caspases are subdivided into two classes
based on the length of their prodomains: initiators and effectors. Initiator
caspases are for example CED-3 in C. elegans, Caspase-9 in mammals or its
functional ortholog Dronc in Drosophila Effector caspases are CSP-1 in C.
elegans, Caspase-3 and -7 in mammals and their homolog DrICE in Drosophila
(Fig. 2).  Initiators of caspases are capable of autocatalytic activation whereas
effector caspases need initiator caspases for their activation.
Fig. 2: A proteolytic cycle of caspases.
Caspases are present as an inactive
zymogen waiting for an activator signal.
The activated forms of caspases are now
ready to cleave the substrate. Substrate and
inhibitor compete for protease binding
(represented by the double arrow in the
scheme). The proteases activity is in this
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way controlled by the concentration of the inhibitor. Factors that binds to the inhibitory complex
may be able to release the active proteases from the inhibitors (adapted from (Salvesen and
Abrams 2004).
Once caspases are activated they function as executioner of the cell by
degrading many proteins and inducing in this way the death of the apoptotic cell
(reviewed in (Utz and Anderson 2000).  Cell death is usually associated with
morphological changes characteristic of apoptotic cells.  Dying cells round up
and lose cell contact with the extracellular matrix and there is a vacuolization of
the cytoplasm. The nuclear morphology also changes, nuclear membrane
becomes convoluted and chromatin condenses. Dying cells are at last engulfed by
the surrounding cells.
However, cell death is a process that has to be tightly controlled. Even though the
crucial elements of the apoptotic machinery are well conserved across species,
organisms with an increased complexity posses additional regulatory components
that assure a precise execution of the apoptotic process (Fig. 2). Initiator and
effector caspases in Drosophila and mammals are indeed both subject to
inhibition by the inhibitor-of-apoptosis (IAP) (Salvesen and Duckett 2002),
which are themselves inhibited by IAP-binding proteins such as Omi or Smac. In
Drosophila suppression of IAPs can be additionally induced by others proteins
such as: Reaper, Grim, Hid and Sickle (pro-apoptotic genes) (White, Grether et
al. 1994; Salvesen and Duckett 2002; Chai, Yan et al. 2003). Interestingly three
of these genes (reaper, grim and hid) are contained within the H99 locus
(spanning the cytological interval 75C1-2) that is indeed called cell death locus.
In embryos that are deficient for this region, apoptosis is indeed blocked. sickle
was recently identified and found to be located just outside the H99 locus
(Christich, Kauppila et al. 2002; Wing, Karres et al. 2002).
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1.2 Drosophila as a model organism
The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is a model organisms widely used to
study genetics and developmental biology. Several reasons made this system so
popular. First of all for practical reasons, the fruit flies is small and the life cycle
is short, taking about ten days, so crosses can be set up and followed through
several generations.
Fig. 3: Life cycle of Drosophila melanogaster, in
around ten days a new generation of Drosophila can be
obtained.
After the fertilized egg has been laid, it takes one day
for the embryo to develop and hatch into a warm-like
larva. The larva eat and grows continuously, moulting
into first, second and third instar larva after one day,
two days and four days after hatching. After two days
the third insta larva, it moults to form an immobile
pupa. Over the next four days the development of the
body is completed to give the adult winged fly that will
hatch from the pupal case.  Male and females will be
fertile within 12 hours.
Importantly in spite of the differences between human and flies, there is a
remarkable conservation among genes in these two different systems. Having less
redundancy compared to mammals and offering a powerful genetics that can be
used to generate transgenic flies, Drosophila is a great tool for the identification
and the characterization of novel genes.
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1.3 Drosophila programmed cell death
An example of genes and pathways conserved between Drosophila and
mammals is given by the just described molecular mechanisms that regulate
apoptosis. Drosophila provides indeed an excellent model in which to study
programmed cell death. Apoptosis is widespread during Drosophila
development; embryonic development for instance is characterized by the
presence of an intense programmed cell death throughout the embryo especially
within the developing brain and central nervous system. Once most of the cells in
the embryo have been generated (around stage 11), cell death starts in order to
adjust cell number and produce functional organs. Further analysis on apoptosis
in the CNS showed that it is not genetically pre-determined but instead is induced
by cell-cell interaction (non-autonomous). Additionally this programmed cell
death is going through the caspase pathway, since once the pro-apoptotic genes
(reaper, grim and hid) are deleted (through the deletion of the H99 locus)
apoptosis is completely blocked (White, Grether et al. 1994).
Drosophila eyes give another example on how apoptosis play a central role in
organs development (reviewed in (Brachmann and Cagan 2003). Before
metamorphosis of the larva into the adult, cell fate of the cells that will form the
fly eye are specified, leaving a number of unnecessary cells. Approximately one
third of these cells are removed by apoptosis, in a process that is the final step of
the patterning of the eye. Even though is not yet known how cell signaling is
regulated it is clear that signaling between cells is essential for cell fate decision.
Also in this case cell death is executed by the usual downstream factors. The
initiator caspase Dronc is active during normal pupal eye development (Yu, Yoo
et al. 2002) as well the effector caspase Drice. What is more unclear are the
upstream signals that trigger apoptosis. Signalling through Notch is required
during this process (Cagan and Ready 1989) by regulating the localization of
irregular chiasm-C-roughest (irreC-rst) a transmembrane protein of the
immunoglobulin superfamily (Reiter, Schimansky et al. 1996) that is required for
a proper alignment of the lattice cells (secondary and tertiary pigment cells)
Introduction
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before apoptosis. It has been proposed that the primary role of Notch signaling is
to antagonize the survival signal coming from the EGFR signaling.
Another tissue that is characterized by the presence of programmed cell death is
the Drosophila ovary. During Drosophila oogenesis there is an activation of cell
death in the germline cells at three distinct stages: during early and mid-
oogenesis and in late oogenesis. In the first two stages cell death was found to be
stress induced whereas in late oogenesis cell death is developmentally regulated
(see next chapters).
1.4 Ovaries development
The Drosophila ovary is composed of approximately 16-20 ovarioles, each
of which contains a series of egg chambers that are proceeding through the 14
stages of oogenesis as they move from the germarium toward the oviduct (Fig   A
and B).
Introduction
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Fig. 4: Schematic representation of A) Drosophila ovary, B) ovariole and C) germarium
(adapted from (Iida and Lilly 2004). In A and B anterior is down whereas in C is on the left.
Within each ovariole, proliferation of the germline and somatic cell lineages is
supported by two different sets of stem cells (Fig. 4 C). The germline stem cells
reside at the anterior tip of the germarium and divide asymmetrically to produce a
new stem cell and a cystoblast.  The stem cell remains in the germarium whereas
the cystoblast undergoes four consecutive mitoses to give rise to a 16-cell cyst.
During cell division the cyst cells undergo an incomplete cytokinesis allowing
the cells to remain connected through intercellular bridges called ring canals
(Robinson and Cooley 1996). All the 16 cystocytes complete a long premeiotic S
phase. Subsequently, the two cystocytes with four ring canals, the pro-oocyte,
enter meiosis, however only the true oocyte maintains its meiotic state and
further condenses its chromatin. At stage 2b of oogenesis, the oocyte has been
specified. The other 15 germ cells lose their meiotic characteristics, enter the
endocycle and develop as large, polyploid nurse cells. The oocyte and nurse cells
remain similar in size until stage 8. At stage 8, however, vitellogenesis, the
synthesis of yolk proteins by the follicle cells and uptake of these proteins by the
oocyte, begins and the oocyte starts growing disproportionately in size. The nurse
cells and oocyte remain connected with one another through the ring canals and
at stage 14 the nurse cells expel their cytoplasmic contents into the oocyte via
these ring canals in a process called dumping. Once dumping has occurred the
nurse cells have completed their function and are thus degraded by apoptosis and
engulfed by the follicle cells (Cavaliere, Taddei et al. 1998; McCall and Steller
1998). The follicle cells synthesize and secrete proteins to generate the vitelline
membrane and chorion that surround the fully developed oocyte. At the end of
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oogenesis after the follicle cells have secreted proteins necessary for eggshell
production, these cells also undergo apoptosis and are engulfed by the epithelial
cells of the oviducts (Nezis, Stravopodis et al. 2002).
1.5 Programmed cell death during Drosophila oogenesis
Follicle and nurse cell degeneration are necessary steps during Drosophila
oogenesis and represent a type of programmed cell death that occurs during
development (Peterson, Barkett et al. 2003). Programmed cell death in the
Drosophila ovary, however, occurs not only in response to developmental stimuli
but also to environmental stimuli at distinct stages during oogenesis (reviewed in
(McCall 2004).
1.5 a Programmed cell death in response to developmental
stimuli
As described previously, from stage 9 the process called dumping starts. The
nurse cells through the ring canals transfer their content into the oocyte. This
dumping is accompanied by the formation of actin bundles in the cytoplasm that
stretched from the plasma membrane to the nuclear envelope, followed by the
degeneration of nurse cells nuclei in stage 13. An unusual aspect of this cell death
is that the connected oocyte is protected from the death process occurring in the
nurse cells. Indicating the presence of a mechanism that protects the oocyte from
the active cell death machinery. In the work of Peterson et al they showed that
the effector caspase, Drice, is aggregating in a punctuate pattern around the nurse
cells nuclei. This localization might be used to confine Drice activity and thus
protect the cytoskeleton as well as the oocyte. Interestingly nurse cell death is not
dependent on reaper, grim and hid, because the deletion of H99 do not prevent
nurse cell death (Foley and Cooley 1998). From Peterson et al work it was also
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shown that overexpression of the caspase inhibitor Diap1 has no effect on nurse
cells degeneration indicating indeed that nurse cell death could be caspase-
independent. The upstream signals and regulators of nurse cell death are
unknown.
1.5 b Programmed cell death in response to environmental
stimuli
In addition to the developmental programmed cell death, that occurs in late
oogenesis, at earlier stages, germarium and mid-oogenesis, (stages 7-8), cell
death can be also present and in this case it can be due to defects such as nutrient
deprivation or the inability to respond or synthesize the steroid hormon ecdysone
(reviewed in (Yin and Thummel 2005) or others insults.
Germarium cell death
In the germarium a diet lacking in protein leads to cell death within region 2,
the site where follicle cells first begin to envelop germ-line cyst (Drummond-
Barbosa and Spradling 2001). The explanation of this effect is that under nutrient
deprivation both germ-line and somatic cells reduce their proliferation rates. This
reduction though is not balanced between the two lines leading to an excess of
germ-line cells. Cysts that do not have enough follicle cells available to get
enveloped and to generate the egg chamber undergo apoptosis. The mechanism
and the signals that regulate and keep a proper ratio of germ-line and somatic
cells is not known, it was recently proposed that the Drosophila insulin-like
peptide (DILP) directly regulate germ-line stem cell (GSC) division rate
(LaFever and Drummond-Barbosa 2005). They showed a cell autonomous
requirement of DILP in in GSCs whereas follicle cells do not respond cell
autonomously to DILP but indirectly through some other signal from the germ
line. Another crucial molecule that is required in somatic cells during follicle
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formation is the transcription factor, Daughterless (Smith, Cummings et al.
2002). daughterless loss-of-function females produce egg chambers with too
many nurse cells and a lack of follicular stalk (somatic cells that separate each
follicle) leading to a female sterility phenotype. Analysis with cell death markers
showed that there was a reduced cyst degradation thus accounting for the
phenotype. Despite it is unknown how a somatic cells deficit is inducing
apoptosis in the germ-line cyst, these data indicates that the somatic cells are
involved in the process. Additionally, since Da protein is not detected in the
germ-line it is likely that da is sending death signals from the follicle cells. These
signalings and the apoptotic signaling machinery acting in the germ-line are
unknown. Importantly the data from these two groups indicate that in order to
achieve a proper development of egg chambers involving a coordinate cell
proliferation rate in the germ-line a somatic cells and in turn activation or not of
the apoptotic machinery, a communication between these two tissue is essential.
Mid-oogenesis cell death
Nutrional shortage or others insults, in addition to activating cell death
within the germarium, can also trigger cell death of the entire egg chambers in
mid-oogenesis (Drummond-Barbosa and Spradling 2001).  This phenomenon
leads to the elimination of the defective egg chambers before they enter
vitellogenesis and the flies show a decreased number of eggs laid.
Molecular component of the mid-oogenesis cell death
Egg chambers that undergo apoptosis in mid-oogenesis display similar
morphology in spite of the induction from differents stimuli.  Nurse cells are the
first to degenerate showing nuclear condensation and nuclear fragmentation
(Terashima and Bownes 2004).  Analysis of the effector caspase drice under
nutrient deprivation showed an high and ubiquitous activation in the nurse cells
in contrast of what happens during late oogenesis cell death where Drice was
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confined in subcellular aggregates. Furthermore deletion of the caspase inhibitor
DIAP1 is inducing an increased egg chamber degeneration at mid-oogenesis but
had no effects on cell death during late oogenesis (Rodriguez, Chen et al. 2002).
Interestingly it was shown that egg chambers prior stage 8 are protected from cell
death stimuli, indeed when an activated form of the effector caspase Dcp-1 was
induced it had no effects on egg chambers before stage 8.  This might be the
consequence of an upregulation of IAPs in early stages in order to protect them
form caspases activity.  In Rodriguez et al work it was shown that an
hypomorphic allele of diap1 leads to degeneration of egg chambers in mid-
oogenesis.  Common feature in late and mid-oogenesis apoptosis is that both are
grim, reaper and hid independent.
Upstream regulator of mid-oogenesis cell death
What is the role of the mid-oogenesis cell death and what are the upstream
signals that can trigger this pathway? It has been proposed (Terashima and
Bownes 2004) that stage 8/9 represents a check point in which the status of the
egg chamber is monitored and the decision of either to express the apoptotic
genes and induce egg chamber degeneration or instead express the yolk protein
genes and enter vitellogenesis is taken. A requirement to pass the mid-oogenesis
check-point and enter vitellogenesis is to have a proper level of the steroid
hormone ecdysone. Under nutritional deprivation indeed the ovarian ecdysone
level decrease (Fig. 5) and flies carrying mutation in the ecdysone receptor (EcR)
present a degeneration of egg chambers in mid-oogenesis (Buszczak, Freeman et
al. 1999). In addition even though the EcR is expressed throughout all the stages,
the expression of its target genes is upregulated in mid-oogenesis. The
upregulation of the transcriptional activity of EcR in mid-oogenesis might be the
consequence of a regulated stage specific ability to respond to ecdysone or the
availability of the hormone. During larvae stages the major source of ecdysone
comes from the ring gland but when metamorphosis occurs this tissue
degenerates and the only source of ecdysone comes from the adult ovaries. Even
though the site of ecdysone production within the ovaries is not yet known.
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Several evidences indicate that upstream ecdysone might be insulin. The
insulinlike receptor mutant, shows reduced level of the ecdysteroid (Tu, Yin et al.
2002) and  mutations in chico, the insulin receptor substrate homolog, induce
degeneration of egg chambers before vitellogenesis (Drummond-Barbosa and
Spradling 2001). It was also shown the in chico mutants ovarian follicle cells
proliferate at slow rate even in the presence of abundant nutrients.
 Cell death
Fig. 5: pathway of programmed cell death during mid-oogenesis. There are not evidences at
least in the ovaries (see text) of a direct connection between ecdysone and caspases and this is
represented in the scheme with question mark.
Conclusion of this analysis is that the nutritional status of the female fly is
translated, through the insulin signaling, into hormonal signs that in turn when
required can activate cell death.  In the ovaries a direct connection of ecdysone
signaling with activation of caspases ha not been yet identified but during
Drosophila metamorphosis it has been shown that the initiator caspase DRONC
is transcriptionally regulated by ecdysone (Dorstyn, Colussi et al. 1999;
Cakouros, Daish et al. 2002).
Introduction
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Aim of my work
Characterization of CG7447 function during Drosophila development.
- generation of CG7447 loss of function flies
- analysis of CG7447 mutant phenotype/sterility
What is the cause of the sterility phenotype induced by the loss of CG7447?
- morphological analysis of CG7447 mutant ovaries
- identification of the cells in which CG7447 is required
- analysis of the signaling cascade triggered by CG7447
Is CG7447 a survival factor?
Identification of CG7447 homolog in vertebrate
- generation of transgenic flies expressing mouse Egfl7 and mouse
Egfl8 cDNAs
- prove the conservation of the protein function between mouse and
Drosophila by rescuing CG7447 mutant phenotype with mouse
EGFL7 and mouse EGFL8 cDNAs
Results
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2 RESULTS
2.1 CG7447 is expressed at the anterior-posterior
boundary of third instar larvae wing imaginal discs
Sorting of cells into specific domains or compartments, such as an anterior
or posterior compartment, is important for proper pattern formation in tissues as
well as development of the entire organism.  One hypothesis as to how cells may
segregate from one another is that distinct populations of cells exhibit different
levels of adhesion for one another ((Dahmann and Basler 1999; Janody,
Martirosyan et al. 2003).  These differing levels of adhesion would allow cells to
sort out from each other and subsequently form a boundary where two
populations of cells meet.  One example in development of cell segregation is the
formation of the anterior and posterior compartments, as well as the compartment
boundary where these two cell populations meet, in the Drosophila wing
imaginal disc.  However, to date a specific adhesion molecule mediating the
segregation of these two cell populations has not been identified.  Therefore, a
database screen of the Drosophila genome was conducted for genes involved in
cell sorting at the anterior-posterior (A/P) boundary of the wing imaginal disc.
Specifically, genes predicted to encode proteins containing protein domains
normally found in adhesion molecules or protein-protein interaction domains
were searched for.  In such a screen, we identified the gene CG7447. A specific
probe for CG7447 was designed and used to test the expression pattern of
CG7447 by RNA in situ hybridization.  Hybridization signal was detected in a
stripe of cells in the central region of the wing imaginal disc (Fig. 1a).  To test if
this expression pattern coincided with the A/P boundary, we used RNA in situ
hybridization to detect CG7447 expression in wing imaginal discs where the
posterior compartment was marked using an enhancer trap line that was driving
the expression of hedgehog (HhLacZ).  Indeed, we saw that CG7447 was
specifically expressed along the A/P boundary (Fig. 1b).  In addition to this
expression along the A/P boundary, CG7447 was also detected in a subset of
cells within the central region of leg (Fig. 1c) and haltere (Fig. 1d) imaginal
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discs.  Thus CG7447 is a novel gene that is expressed in a subset of cells along
the A/P boundary of the wing imaginal disc.  Further, this expression pattern
indicates that CG7447 could play a role in cell sorting at the A/P boundary in the
wing imaginal disc.
Fig. 1:  Expression pattern of CG7447  in Drosophila imaginal discs.  RNA in situ
hybridization using a probe against CG7447 mRNA shows CG7447 to be expressed in a central
region of wing imaginal discs (a).  RNA in situ hybridization analysis of CG7447 expression
(blue) in wing imaginal discs expressing HhLacZ (brown) to mark the posterior compartment
shows that this stripe of cells is along the A/P boundary (b).  RNA in situ hybridization shows
CG7447 is also expressed in the central region of leg (c) and haltere (d) discs.
2.2 CG7447 is expressed in the embryo
Our RNA in situ hybridization data for CG7447 in wing imaginal discs
showed a specific pattern of expression along the A/P boundary, suggesting
CG7447  could be involved in cell sorting and/or compartment boundary
formation.  Compartment boundaries, however, begin to form early on in
Drosophila development and, further, they are present in multiple tissues in
addition to wing imaginal discs (Kauffman, Shymko et al. 1978).  One time point
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where boundary formation can be easily detected is during segmentation of the
embryo.  If CG7447 is indeed involved in compartment boundary formation,
possibly we would detect a striped pattern of expression representing
compartment boundaries during this embryonic stage.  In addition, analysis of
CG7447 expression in embryos may help determine the various tissues in which
CG7447 is expressed.  Therefore, we tested whether CG7447 is expressed in
embryos and, if so, in which tissues by performing RNA in situ hybridization on
the embryos (Fig. 2).  In the embryos, hybridization signal was first detected at
stage 13, when segments are present, and in a striped fashion in epithelial cells,
suggestive of a compartment boundary expression pattern.  In addition to being
expressed in epithelial cells, CG7447 was also expressed in the pharinge and in
the gut.  Thus, CG7447 is expressed from early on in Drosophila development in
a pattern suggestive of compartment boundaries.
Fig. 2: Expression of CG7447 in embryos.  Anterior is to the right and posterior is to the left in
all images.  RNA in situ hybridization was performed on wild type embryos using a CG7447
probe.  CG7447 is not expressed at early stages of embryonic development (a, stage 5; b, stage 8)
but is expressed in the epithelium of the embryo from stage 13 on (c,c’).  CG7447 is also
expressed in the pharinge (c, arrow) and in the gut (c arrow head).  A dorsal view of a stage 13
embryo is shown in (c) and lateral view is shown in (d).
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2.3 CG7447 is not a Hedgehog target gene
The wing imaginal disc early during development is subdivided into two
compartments, anterior (A) and posterior (P).  The specification of posterior cells
is induced by the activity of the transcription factor Engrailed (En)(Fig.3)
(Morata and Lawrence 1975; Blair 1992; Tabata, Schwartz et al. 1995).
Expression of engrailed in the posterior compartment triggers the expression of
the short-range signaling molecule Hedgehog (Hh).  Hedgehog moves from the
posterior compartment, where it is expressed, to the anterior compartment, where
it induces activation of the transcription factor Cubitus interruptus (Ci) in a stripe
of anterior cells at the A/P boundary (Tabata and Kornberg 1994; Schwartz,
Locke et al. 1995).  The activated form of Ci in turn induces transcription of
target genes encoding proteins like the morphogen Decapentaplegic (Dpp) and
Patched (Ptc) in a stripe of anterior cells at the A/P boundary (Basler and Struhl
1994; Tabata and Kornberg 1994; Lecuit, Brook et al. 1996; Nellen, Burke et al.
1996).
Fig. 3:  Schematic representation of genes involved in A/P
compartment boundary formation and wing development.  Here
is shown a RNA in situ hybridization of a wing imaginal disc using a
specific probe for Dpp (blue).  The posterior compartment is marked
with HhLacZ (orange).
The RNA in situ hybridization experiment showed CG7447 to be expressed in a
few stripes of cells along the A/P boundary in the wing imaginal disc, similar to
the expression pattern of Dpp and Ptc.  As Dpp and Ptc are Hedgehog target
genes induced by the activated form of Ci, we wanted to test if CG7447 is also a
Hedgehog target gene responsive to activated Ci.  For this experiment, we
induced Hedgehog signaling by overexpressing the activated form of Ci in the
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dorsal compartment of wing imaginal discs under control of the ApGal4 (Brand
and Perrimon 1993) promoter and then tested if there was ectopic expression of
CG7447 in this region using RNA in situ hybridization with a CG7447 probe.  As
shown in Figure 4b, CG7447 transcript was not detected where Hedgehog
signaling was induced.  Thus, it seems CG7447 is not a Hedgehog target gene, at
least not through activation of Ci.
Fig. 4:  CG7447 is not a Hedgehog target gene.  Ectopic expression of an active form of Ci
(Ciact) was induced in the dorsal compartment of wing imaginal discs using the UAS-GAL4
system and the ApGal4 promoter (c).  Using RNA in situ hybridization with a CG7447 probe, we
tested whether ectopic expression of CG7447 was induced in regions where activated Ci was
expressed.  In control wing imaginal discs where activated Ci was not expressed, the normal
pattern of CG7447 expression along the A/P boundary was detected (a).  Wing imaginal discs
expressing activated Ci in the dorsal compartment did not show any corresponding ectopic
expression of CG7447 in the dorsal compartment (b).
2.4 CG7447 protein domain structure
Even though CG7447 is expressed specifically at the A/P boundary, this
expression appears not to be dependent on expression of activated Ci (Fig. 4b).
This suggests that the CG7447 protein may not be involved in formation of the
A/P boundary in wing imaginal discs.  Therefore, to gain insights into the
potential functions of the CG7447 protein, we analyzed the protein domain
structure of CG7447.  The amino acid sequence of CG7447 was examined by
SMART analysis to identify its domain composition (Fig. 5).  Among the 512
amino acids that constitute CG7447, a putative signal peptide, an EMI domain,
an EGF-like domain, and an EGF-Ca++ binding-like domain were identified.
CG7447 CG7447
b)
apGAL4, UAS Ciact
A AP P
a)
UAS Ci (control)
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EMI domains were first found in proteins of the EMILIN family.  These domains
are always located at the N-terminus and are cysteine-rich domains.  Functional
data available for EMILIN proteins suggest that the EMI domain could be a
protein-protein interaction module and typical of extracellular-matrix associated
proteins and involved in cell adhesion (Doliana, Bot et al. 2000; Spessotto, Cervi
et al. 2003).
Fig. 5:  Protein domain analysis of CG7447.  The upper panel shows protein domains present in
CG7447 as detected by SMART analysis.  The domains indicated are a signal peptide (Sp; red);
an EMI domain (green); and EGF-like and EGF-Ca binding-like domains (yellow).  The lower
panel shows the CG7447 amino acid sequence.  The signal peptide and different protein domain
sequences are underlined.
2.5 Generation of a CG7447 mutant allele
Analysis of the protein domain structure of CG7447 helped to identify
protein motifs that could hint at putative functions for CG7447; however, this
analysis could not tell us the in vivo function of CG7447.  Therefore, in order to
investigate the role of endogenous CG7447 we decided to generate flies mutant
for CG7447.  CG7447 mutant flies were generated using the method of imprecise
P-element excision.  Briefly, this method involves the induction of P-element
excision from its insertion site, by expressing the transposase enzyme in flies
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carrying the P-element (see material and methods).  Often excisions of P-
elements are imprecise that means that in addition of the P-element also its
flanking DNA is removed.  If this flanking DNA will comprise transcript of our
gene of interest we will generate a mutant allele.  The closer the P-element is to
the gene of interest the higher will be the change to remove some of its DNA.
The P-element that we used (P(SUPor-P)) was located a few basepairs upstream
of the 5’ UTR of CG7447 and 5 kb from the ATG.  Flies containing one
chromosome allele carrying a P-element excision and a deficiency chromosome
(Df) uncovering CG7447 as the corresponding second allele were analyzed by
PCR to map the size of the deletion (see material and method).  Three hundred
lines were tested for the absence of the start codon; however, it was present in all
lines tested.   One line carrying a deletion of 5 kb was identified, though, and
sequence analysis showed that this deletion removed the 5’ UTR of CG7447 but
not the ATG (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6:  A hypomorphic allele of CG7447 was generated through P-element excision.  Shown
is the organization of the CG7447 genomic region and the insertion site of the P-element (a).  The
size of the deletion generated by P-element excision in the CG7447  hypomorphic allele
CG7447iIV and alignment of the flanking DNA with the wild type strand are indicated (b).
We named this P-element excision line CG7447 iIV, and even though the ATG is
still present, we consider this line a hypomorphic allele (see below) and have
used it for further analysis of CG7447 functions.
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2.6 CG7447 iIV is a hypomorphic allele of CG7447
Since the generated mutant allele CG7447 iIV still contained the start codon,
we wanted to test whether there was a reduction in CG7447 mRNA in mutant
flies.  The CG7447 iIV mutant flies exhibited a sterility phenotype (see below),
therefore CG7447 transcript from wild type and mutant ovaries was measured
using real time RT-PCR (SYBR green method) and the fold reduction in CG7447
transcript present in mutant ovaries was calculated (Fig. 7).  As a control for the
total amount of RNA, the mRNA level of a house keeping gene (in our case β-
actin) in both wild type and mutant ovaries was measured.
Fig. 7:  Real time RT-PCR shows a strong reduction of
CG7447 RNA level in CG7447iIV mutant ovaries.  Shown are
amplification plots using RNA isolated from CG7447iIV/Df (a) and
wild type (b) ovaries. The curves are labeled for the gene that was
amplified. For CG7447 two different pairs of primers were used.
The indicated formula was used to calculate the fold reduction of
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RNA (c).  The Ct values (number of cycles required to reach a certain level of fluorescence)
obtained when wild type RNA and CG7447iIV mutant RNA was amplified were compared.
Quantitation, in arbitrary units, of the amount of RNA remaining in the CG7447iIV mutant ovaries
(0.1375) as compared to wild type ovaries (100) (d).
A 45-fold reduction of CG7447 transcript level was observed in mutant ovaries
as compared to CG7447 transcript levels from wild type ovaries using this
method (Fig. 7a-c); therefore, we conclude that CG7447 iIV is a hypomorphic
allele of CG7447.
 2.7 CG7447 is expressed in a subset of cells within the
germarium
Homozygous females flies for CG7447 iIV exhibited a reduced fertility
phenotype; therefore, we tested if and when CG7447 was expressed during
oogenesis.  A CG7447 specific RNA probe was generated and used to perform
RNA in situ hybridization on ovaries from CG7447iIV heterozygous flies as a
control and CG7447iIV/Df mutant flies.  We detected a signal using this CG7447
probe in a subset of cells within the germarium of control ovaries
(CG7447iIV/TM8) (Fig. 8a) and this signal was absent in ovaries from CG7447
iIV/Df mutant flies (Fig. 8b).
Fig. 8:  CG7447 is expressed in the germarium.  CG7447 expression was detected using RNA
in situ hybridization in CG7447iIV heterozygous ovaries (a) and CG7447iIV/Df mutant ovaries (b).
In CG7447iIV heterozygous ovaries, CG7447 is expressed in a subset of cells within the
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germarium (a, arrow head) whereas in the CG7447iIV/Df mutant the signal is not detected (b,
arrow).
Thus, CG7447 is expressed in a subset of cells within the germarium and this
expression is undetectable in CG7447iIV/Df mutant ovaries, possibly explaining
the sterility phenotype associated with CG7447 iIV mutant female flies.
2.8 Rescue of CG7447 iIV mutant phenotypes
Our real time RT-PCR (Fig. 7) and RNA in situ hybridization (Fig. 8) data
indicated there was a reduction in CG7447 transcript levels in CG7447 iIV mutant
ovaries, and thus, there was also most likely a reduction in CG7447 protein
levels.  To determine if the reduction in CG7447 protein levels in CG7447 iIV
mutant ovaries was leading to the reduced fertility phenotype, we next wanted to
test if we could rescue this mutant phenotype by exogenous expression of
CG7447.  For this experiment, a tagged version of CG7447 was expressed with
an ovary specific promoter (Cy2Gal4 ) in a CG7447 iIV mutant female
background.  The Cy2Gal4 promoter was shown to induce expression only in the
follicle cells and specifically only from stage 9 onward.  Therefore we chose to
use this line for the rescue experiment because is at stage 9 when there is the
block of egg chamber development (see next paragraph) induced by the loss of
CG7447.  Before expressing the tagged CG7447 protein for this rescue
experiment, however, we first wanted to ensure that the expression domain of
Cy2Gal4 was ovary specific.  Hence, we tested the Cy2Gal4 expression domain
by crossing this fly line with a UAS-GFP reporter line (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9:  Analysis of the Cy2Gal4 expression
domain.  The Cy2Gal4 expression domain is
marked using GFP (green) as a reporter.
Cy2Gal4 is expressed in follicle cells during
oogenesis starting at stage 9.
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GFP expression under control of the Cy2Gal4 promoter indicated Cy2Gal4 is
expressed specifically in follicle cells during oogenesis from stage 9 onward as
expected.  Consequently, we used this fly line for the CG7447 iIV mutant rescue
experiments.
2.9 CG7447 mutant phenotype analyses
2.9 a CG7447 iIV mutant flies have smaller ovaries
The RNA in situ hybridization data using ovaries showed CG7447 to be
expressed in the germarium and this staining was undetectable in CG7447 iIV
mutant ovarioles; however, later stage egg chamber were still present in mutant
ovarioles (Fig. 8b).  Therefore, to investigate the cause of the sterility phenotype
in CG7447 iIV mutant flies, we started by analyzing the morphology of the mutant
ovaries.
Fig. 10:  Ovaries from CG7447 iIV mutant flies are reduced in size.  Shown are micrographs of
ovaries from control (yw) flies (a), CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies (b), and CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies
in which exogenous CG7447 was also expressed (c).  Ovaries from CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies
are much smaller than wild type ovaries; however, the morphology of ovaries from CG7447 iIV/Df
mutant flies is indistinguishable from wild type ovaries when exogenous CG7447 is expressed in
the mutant background.
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Interestingly, we found that the CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies had smaller ovaries
than wild type flies (Fig. 10a,b), most likely accounting for the sterility
phenotype.  To ensure that the reduction in ovary size was a result of reduced
CG7447 expression, we attempted to rescue this phenotype by exogenous
expression of CG7447 using the Cy2Gal4 promoter in a CG7447 iIV/Df mutant
background.  Indeed, exogenous expression of CG7447 in the mutant background
rescued the small ovary phenotype (Fig. 10c), indicating this phenotype is a result
of reduced CG7447 expression.
2.9 b CG7447 iIV mutant flies lay fewer eggs than wild type flies
The reduced ovary size detected in the CG7447 iIV/Df mutants suggested to
us that egg chambers might be dying at later stages of egg chamber development
and therefore these mutant flies would lay fewer eggs, another aspect of the
sterility phenotype.  Thus, we analyzed the number of eggs laid by wild type flies
and CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies.  When the number of eggs laid by CG7447 iIV/Df
mutant flies was compared to that of wild type flies, we noticed that the CG7447
iIV/Df mutant flies laid ten times fewer eggs (Fig. 10).  In addition, as for the
reduction in ovary size, this phenotype could be rescued by exogenous expression
of CG7447 using the Cy2Gal4 promoter (Fig. 11), further supporting that the
CG7447 iIV mutant phenotype is due to reduced CG7447 expression.
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Fig. 11:  CG7447iIV/Df flies lay fewer eggs than wild type flies.  Equal number of female flies
for each genotype indicated were allowed to lay eggs on apple juice agar plates for the same
amount of time.  The number of eggs laid was counted and is represented as the number of eggs
laid per female over a six hour time period.  CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies lay approximately ten
times fewer eggs than control (yw) flies.  This mutant phenotype is rescued when CG7447 is
expressed using the Cy2Gal4  promoter in a CG7447 iIV/Df  mutant background. *p<0.05
(Student’s t test). All values are ± SD.
2.9 c Egg chamber development is blocked at mid-oogenesis in
CG7447 iIV mutant ovaries
The RNA in situ hybridization data showed CG7447 to be expressed in the
germarium (Fig. 8a).  However, the CG7447 iIV/Df mutant phenotype could be
rescued by exogenously expressing CG7447 using the Cy2Gal4 promoter, which
induces expression in the follicle cells of egg chamber starting at stage 9.
Therefore, we wanted to determine what stage of ovariole development was
affected in CG7447 iIV/Df mutant females.  For this analysis, the number of egg
chambers at a specific stage of development and the number of mature eggs were
counted in ovaries from wild type flies, CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies, and CG7447
iIV/Df mutant flies exogenously expressing CG7447.  No significant differences
between the three genotypes were noticed in the number of egg chambers present
at stages 1 to stage 9; however, there was a reduction in the number of egg
chambers present at stages 9 through development of mature eggs in CG7447
iIV/Df mutant ovaries (Fig. 11, b black bar).  As for the other sterility phenotypes,
this phenotype was also rescued by exogenous expression of CG7447 in the
CG7447 iIV/Df mutant background using the Cy2Gal4 promoter (Fig. 12, white
bar).
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Fig. 12:  Egg chamber development is blocked during mid-oogenesis (between stage 9 and
stage 10) in CG7447 iIV/Df mutant ovaries. The numbers of egg chambers and mature eggs
present in ovaries from control (grey), CG7447 iIV/Df mutant (black), and CG7447 iIV/Df mutant
flies exogenously expressing CG7447 (white) were counted and plotted as a percentage over the
total number of germaria.  In the CG7447 iIV/Df  mutant, there is a block in egg chamber
development starting at stages 9/10 and this phenotype is rescued by exogenous expression of
CG7447. *p<0.05 (Student’s t test). All values are ± SD.
2.9 d CG7447 is required for cell survival
The morphological analysis of CG7447 iIV/Df mutant ovarioles showed a
reduced number of late stage egg chambers when compared with the wild type
ovarioles.  This phenotype could be explained by a premature degeneration of
egg chambers through, for example, aberrant activation of apoptotic pathways at
these stages.  At stage 8/9 there is a critical checkpoint where the general state of
the egg chambers is monitored before entering vitellogenesis .  It has been shown
that under stressful situations like for instance under starvation eggs chambers
prematurely undergo apoptosis degenerating at stage 8/9 (McCall 2004;
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Terashima and Bownes 2004).  In this way defective egg chambers will be
eliminated before vitellogenesis takes place.  To test whether in the mutant
ovaries there was an increased activation of apoptosis during mid-oogenesis, we
stained CG7447 iIV/Df mutant ovaries and control ovaries with the apoptotic
marker Caspase 3 to look at cell death during oogenesis. The staining showed an
increased amount of Caspase 3 positive cells in mutant ovaries versus wild type
ovaries, specifically in the follicle cells of the germarium and at stage 6/7 and
stage 8/9 (Fig. 13a,b).
Fig. 13:  CG7447 iIV/Df mutant ovaries show an increased amount of apoptosis in follicle cells
starting at stage 4/5.  Control (yw) ovaries (a), CG7447 iIV/Df mutant ovaries (b) and rescued
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flies (UASCG7447, Cy2Gal4; CG7447iIV/Df) (c) were stained for Caspase 3 (green) to mark
apoptotic cells and with rhodamine-phalloidin (red) to mark cortical actin and thus the cell
boundaries.  An increased amount of apoptosis is detected in the follicle cells of CG7447 iIV/Df
mutant ovaries, that resulted to be rescued by expression of CG7447 under the Cy2Gal4 promoter
(d). The percentage of Caspase 3 positive egg chambers was quantitated for ovaries from control
flies (grey), CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies (black), and CG7447 iIV/Df mutant flies exogenously
expressing CG7447 in the Cy2 domain (white).  The increased number of apoptotic egg chambers
in CG7447 iIV/Df mutant ovaries is rescued (white bar) by expressing CG7447 in the Cy2 domain.
*p<0.05 (Student’s t test). All values are ± SD.
From these data we conclude that CG7447 is required for follicle cell survival
during mid-oogenesis.  In addition, reduction of CG7447 appears to mediate
follicle cell death and, thus, block egg chamber development through a
mechanism involving activation of Caspase 3.
2.9 e CG7447 mutant oocytes have a reduced amount of lipid
droplets
As described in the previous paragraphs, CG7447 mutant females show a
reduced fertility caused by a block of egg chambers development at mid-
oogenesis (st 8/9) that correlates with apoptosis in the follicle cells.  During these
stages vitollegenesis starts, the process that leads to the synthesis of vitellogenins
(the precursor of yolk proteins) in the follicle cells.  Vitellogenins are then
secreted from the follicle cells and taken up into the oocyte via a receptor-
mediated endocytosis (Brennan, Weiner et al. 1982; DiMario and Mahowald
1987).  By stage 10 the oocyte is filled with yolk.  The principal function of
vitellogenins is the transport of lipids that will represent the storage material
necessary during the initial stages of embryogenesis.  Because of the occurrence
of follicle cells death and degeneration of egg chambers at the onset of
vitellogenesis, we thought that this process might have been affected in the
mutant ovaries. Therefore we asked whether in the mutant ovary there was a
reduced amount of yolk proteins (and consequently of lipids) internalized into the
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oocyte.  To address this question we used Nile Red staining to visualized lipid
droplets in the oocyte.  Nile Red is a fluorescent dye that fluoresces red when
present in the membrane and yellow-gold when it is in a more hydrophobic
environment like in the lipid droplets.  The fluorescence coming from the lipid
droplets in the oocytes was analyzed and quantified in mutant oocytes and in
control oocytes (Fig. 14 a’ and b’).  The quantification showed a significant
reduction of the amount of lipids droplets in the mutant oocytes compared to the
wild type oocytes (Fig. 14 b).  From this experiment however we cannot
conclude whether this is a primary defect due for example a defect in the uptake
of the yolk proteins from the exrtacellular space or whether the defects is due to a
reduced production of yolk in the follicle cells.
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Fig. 14: lower amount of lipid droplets are internalized into CG7447 mutant oocytes: Nile
Red staining, membranes and lipid droplets, of a wild type (yw) stage 8/9 egg chamber and a
mutant (CG7447 iIV/Df) stage 8 egg chamber is shown in panel a and b respectively; panel a’ and
b’ show only the Nile Red bound to the lipid droplets. For the quantification (panel d) the
fluorescence coming from the lipid droplets was normalized over the area of the oocytes (o).
There is statistical significance reduction of the amount of lipid droplets in mutant oocytes
compared with control oocytes.  *p<0.05 (Student’s t test). All values are ± SD.
2.10 CG7447-HA protein is detected in the oocyte when
expressed in the follicle cells of the germarium
Using RNA in situ hybridization, CG7447 RNA was detected within the
germarium (Fig. 8a).  However, expression of CG7447 using the Cy2Gal4
promoter, which induces expression around stage 9 in follicle cells, was able to
rescue CG7447 iIV/Df mutant phenotypes.  In addition, follicle cell death in
CG7447 iIV/Df mutant ovaries was detected around stage 6/7 of egg chamber
development.  These observations along with the prediction of a putative signal
peptide in CG7447 using SMART analysis, suggested to us that CG7447 might
actually be secreted from the producing cells in the germarium and subsequently
localize to other regions of the ovariole.  In order to investigate the localization of
CG7447 within the ovariole, we expressed CG7447-HA in the somatic cells of
the germarium (Ptc domain) using the UAS-Gal4 system.  We then detected the
distribution of the protein by immunofluorescensce using an α-HA antibody.
Using confocal microscopy to analyze the localization of CG7447-HA, CG7447-
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HA was detected in the somatic cells of the germarium, the producing cells, and,
surprisingly, also in stage 2 through stage 7 oocytes (Fig. 15b). Thus, CG7447
might be secreted from producing cells in the germarium and subsequently
transported to and enriched in the oocyte.
Fig. 15:  CG7447-HA expressed in the germarium is subsequently enriched in the oocyte.
Shown are ovarioles where either GFP (a, green or single channel image a’) or CG7447-HA (b,
blue or single channel image b‘) was expressed using a PtcGal4 promoter.  Cell boundaries were
stained using rhodamine-phalloidin to detect actin.  The PtcGal4 promoter drives expression in
the somatic cells of the germarium (g) and in follicle cells starting at stage 9, as indicated by GFP
expression (a).  CG7447-HA expressed in somatic cells of the germarium using the PtcGal4
promoter and detected using an α-HA antibody is enriched in the oocyte (arrow in b’), indicating
CG7447-HA may be secreted from the producing cells and subsequently localize to the oocyte.
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2.11 Exogenous CG7447-HA detectable in the space
between the follicle producing cells and the oocyte
In the previous experiment, we detected CG7447 in the oocyte after
expressing the protein in the somatic cells of the germarium, suggesting CG7447
is a secreted protein that is subsequently taken up by the oocyte.  However, if
CG7447 is indeed secreted, the protein may also be detectable in extracellular
spaces, such as between follicle cells and the oocyte.  Therefore, we expressed
CG7447-HA in the Ptc domain, which comprises not only the somatic cells in the
germarium, as described before, but also follicle cells of stage 9 egg chambers.
CG7447-HA was then detected using an α-HA antibody and the presence or
absence of CG7447-HA in the extracellular space between the follicle cells and
oocyte was analyzed by confocal microscopy.
Fig. 16:  CG7447-HA is detected in the extracellular space between follicle cells and the
oocyte.  A stage 10A egg chamber expressing CG7447-HA (green) under the Cy2Gal4 promoter,
detected using an α-HA antibody, and labeled with rhodamine-phalloidin (red) to detect actin and
thus cell boundaries shows CG7447-HA to be mostly localized within the follicle cells.  However
some HA staining is present as bright particle apically of the producing follicle cells (b’ arrow).
From the merge image with phalloidine and HA staining, the CG7447-HA particles appear to be
outside the follicle producing cells and in the vicinity of the expressing cells. (p: producing cells,
np: non producing cells)
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HA staining was mostly detected inside the producing follicle cells (Fig. 16b,b’).
However some staining is visible apically of the producing follicle cells (Fig.
16b’ arrows) and from the phalloidin staining CG7447-HA particles looks to be
in the vicinity of the producing cells but outside the follicle cells. Therefore we
conclude that CG7447 is secreted from the follicle producing cells and once
secreted it stays in the vicinity of the producing cells.
2.12 CG7447-HA is present in cell lysates but not in the
medium
Using the previous morphological analyses, we could not clearly discern
whether CG7447 was a secreted protein, therefore we decided to test this using a
cell culture and biochemical assay.  In order to perform this assay, we transfected
Drosophila Schneider 2 (S2) cells with constructs encoding CG7447-HA and
secGFP.  After two days, we tested for the presence of either CG7447-HA or
secGFP in the culture medium and in the cell lysate by Western blot using an α-
HA antibody or an α-GFP antibody.  As shown in Figure 17, CG7447-HA was
only detected in the S2 cell lysate whereas secGFP was present in both the S2
cell medium and cell lysate.
Fig. 17:  CG7447-HA is not detected in Drosophila S2
cell medium.  Media and lysate from S2 cells
expressing either CG7447-HA or secGFP were analyzed
by Western blot.  Using an α-HA antibody, CG7447-
HA (65 kDa) was detected in the cell lysate but not in
the medium.  In contrast, SecGFP, detected using an α-
GFP antibody, was found to be present in both the cell
medium (34 kDa) and in the cell lysate (25 kDa). The
increased size of the secGFP in the medium (34 kDa)
compared with the signal in the lysate (25 kDa) could be due to post-translational modifications.
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Based on these biochemical data, I conclude that CG7447 at these conditions is
not a secreted, or if it is secreted, not in sufficient amounts to be detected with the
methods we have used.  However one possible explanation is that CG7447 to be
efficiently secreted need to be stimulated by adding for example growth factors.
To confirm this it would be necessary to repeat this assay by inducing CG7447
secretion at different conditions
2.13 CG7447 is glycosylated
Western blot analysis of wing imaginal discs expressing CG7447-HA and
probed with an antibody raised against CG7447 showed a major band of a size
slightly higher (65 kDa) than the predicted molecular mass for CG7447 (60 kDa;
data not shown). This suggested that CG7447 might be post-translationally
modified, such as by glycosylation, as previously mentioned.  To test if CG7447
is glycosylated and if this leads to a shift in the gel migration pattern of the
protein, we expressed CG7447-HA in wing imaginal discs and analyzed the
protein by Western blot after incubating samples in the presence or absence of
the deglycosylating enzyme PGNaseF.  If CG7447-HA is glycosylated, the
presence of PGNaseF should induce a shift in the gel migration pattern of
CG7447-HA from the glycosylated to the deglycosylated form.
Fig. 18:  CG7447-HA is
glycosylated.  The genotype of the
flies from which wing imaginal disc
were isolated and analyzed is as
listed.  Each sample was incubated
in the presence or absence of
PGNaseF and then blotted using an
α−CG7447 antibody.  The arrow
shows the shift of CG7447-HA from
the deglycosylated (+) to the
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glycosylated (-) form.
A shift of the expected size of the protein was detected in wing imaginal disc
samples where CG7447-HA was expressed upon incubation with PGNaseF (Fig.
18).  Thus, CG7447-HA is glycosylated and this induces a shift in its gel
migration pattern from 60 kDa to 65 kDa.
2.14 CG7447 is a member of the EGFL7 and EGFL8 family
of proteins
Our analysis of CG7447 indicates that this protein is involved in
Drosophila ovary development.  However, it would also be interesting to know if
CG7447 is evolutionarily conserved, and if so, what its function is in other
organisms.  To test whether proteins related to CG7447 is present in vertebrates,
we performed a protein-protein blast analysis using the CG7447 coding sequence
as query.  Full amino acid sequences of the most related species were retrieved
and aligned using the ClustalW program from MacVector.
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Fig. 19:  CG7447 is orthologous to the Egfl7/8 family of proteins.  The conserved protein
domain structure of the Egfl7/8 family of proteins is shown for Drosophila, human, and zebrafish
(a).  The domains indicated are signal peptide (sp, red); EMI (green); and EGF-like and EGF-Ca++
binding-like (yellow).  Amino acid sequence alignment of known members of the Egfl7/8 family
of proteins shows conservation both within and outside of the indicated protein domains (b).
Amino acid residues highlighted in orange indicate conserved cysteines; residues highlighted in
yellow indicate identical amino acids or amino acids with similar chemical properties.  The
following species are represented in the alignment:  Hs, homo sapiens; Mm, mus musculus; Xl,
Xenopus laevis; Dr, Danio rerio; Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Dp, Drosophila pseudoscura.
The protein alignment results showed CG7447 to be closely related to the EGF-
like 7 and the EGF-like 8 family of proteins in vertebrates (EGFL7_Dr e-26 and
EGFL8_Mm e-22), both of which contain EMI, EGF-like, and EGF-Ca++ binding
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domains (Fig. 19).  Back-blasting also identified Drosophila CG7447 as their
first hit, indicating that these proteins are most likely orthologues.  The overall
protein domain structure is conserved between CG7447 and EGFL7/8 family
members from multiple species, and additionally, a high level of orthology is
observed outside these regions, further supporting that these proteins are
orthologues (Fig. 19).
2.14 a Drosophila CG7447 has a conserved function with the
mouse Egfl7 and Egfl8
From the bioinformatics analysis CG7447 was found to be a member of the
Egfl7 and Egfl8 family.  In order to test experimentally whether there was a
functional conservation between vertebrate Egfl7 and Egfl8 and Drosophila
CG7447, we tried to rescue CG7447 mutant phenotype by exogenous expression
of mouse Egfl7 (Fitch, Campagnolo et al. 2004) and mouse Egfl8 in a CG7447
female mutant background.  For this purpose transgenic flies carrying a tagged
version of these two proteins were generated.  As done for the previously
described rescue experiment, the expression of the two constructs was induced
using the ovary specific promoter Cy2Gal4.  The number of eggs laid, the
percentage of caspase3 positive egg chambers and the block of egg chambers
development was analyzed (Fig. 20 and 21).
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Fig. 20:  CG7447 is functionally conserved with mouse Egfl7 Egfl7 expression was induced in
a CG7447 mutant female background using the Cy2Gal4 promoter.  a,) shows the number of eggs
laid in control flies, mutant (CG7447iIV/Df), and rescued flies.  The number of eggs laid is
restored.  b), shows the quantification of Caspase 3 activation at different stages in control (gray
bar), mutant (black bar), and rescued flies (white bar), and c) shows the number of egg chambers
and eggs present in control (gray bar), mutant (black bar), and rescued flies (white bar).  Both
caspase 3 activation and block of egg chamber development at mid-oogenesis were rescued by
inducing the expression of mouse Egfl7 under the Cy2Gal4 promoter.  d) and e) are representative
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images of the Caspase 3 activation in the mutant, d) and in the rescued ovaries, e). *p<0.05
(Student’s t test). All values are ± SD.
Fig. 21:  CG7447 is functionally conserved with mouse Egfl8.  Analysis and quantification
were done as previously described for the rescue experiment with Egfl7.  Number of eggs laid,
percentage of Caspase 3 positive egg chambers and number of egg chambers and eggs in the
control (gray bar), mutant (black bar) and rescued flies (white bar) are shown in a), b) and c)
respectively. Expressing mouse Egfl8 under the Cy2Gal4 promoter rescues all the phenotypes.  d)
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and e) are representative images of the Caspase 3 activation in the mutant, d) and in the rescued
ovaries, e). *p<0.05 (Student’s t test). All values are ± SD.
Expression of the mouse Egfl7 and Egfl8 cDNA in the loss-of-function mutant
CG7447, rescues the female sterility phenotype and all the defects seen in the
CG7447 mutants (eggs laid, caspase 3 activation and block of egg chambers
development, Fig. 20 and Fig. 21. Therefore we conclude that there is a
functional conservation between mouse and Drosophila proteins.
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3 DISCUSSION
During my PhD thesis project I have characterized the role of a gene
(CG7447) during Drosophila oogenesis.  CG7447 encodes for a putative secreted
protein containing multiple EGF domains.  Females flies mutant for CG7447
were sterile.  They showed a strong activation of apoptosis in the follicle cells
and a premature block of egg chambers development.  The analysis of CG7447
RNA and the localization of the overexpressed CG7447-HA tagged protein
during oogenesis, gave us indication that CG7447 might actually be a secreted
protein required during oogenesis in order to enter vitellogenesis.  I was
interested in understanding the mechanism that leads to the observed phenotype
in the mutant flies in particularly how this protein could function as a survival
factor in the follicle cells.  Using genetic, molecular and cell biological tolls I
tried to dissect out the function of this gene and get insight of the signaling
pathways and molecular mechanisms required during Drosophila oogenesis.
Additionally CG7447 was found to be a member of the EGFL7 and EGFL8
family.  I have shown that mouse EGFL7 and EGFL8 cDNAs can rescue the
effects caused by the loss of CG7447 indicating a functional conservation
between mouse and Drosophila proteins.
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3.1 Role of CG7447 in the germarium
In situ hybridization showed CG7447 to be expressed during oogenesis
only in region 2b of the germarium (Fig. 8a).  The analysis of the mutant
phenotype in particularly the quantification of the caspase 3 positive egg
chambers, indicates that in the mutant ovaries there was an increased number of
germaria with dying cells compared with the wild type (Fig. 13d).  The dying
cells were always located in region 2.  The presence of CG7447 transcript in the
same region where the apoptosis is occurring suggests that CG774 might have a
direct function on these cells and could be required for cell survival.  However it
has been shown that starved flies or flies under other type of stresses present an
increased apoptosis in the same region.  Region 2 of the germarium is indeed
where cell death induced by environmental stimuli is usually taking place.  One
explanation for this is that starved flies have a lower ratio of cell proliferation and
since this is not balanced between germline and somatic cell, when a cysts do not
have enough follicle cells to be enveloped the all germline undergoes apoptosis in
region 2 of the germarium.  It is not know how the apoptotic machinery in the
germline is activated; there are indications that show daugtherless to be involved
in this regulation although it is not know how.  In respect of CG7447 function
another possibility is that its depletion could induce cell death not directly acting
as a survival factor but because its lack is for example creating an “unhealthy”
situation within the germarium that in turn will activate a stress-like induced cell
death.  So far we cannot distinguish between these two possibilities.  However
these data indicate that CG7447 is required in the germarium and a reduced
amount of CG7447 protein is activating cell death in the same region as in
starved flies.
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3.2 CG7447 mutant ovaries have a different phenotype
than ovaries from starved flies
The analysis of the mutant phenotype showed that female flies lacking
CG7447 laid ten times fewer eggs than the control flies (Fig. 11), leading to a
reduced fertility of the flies.  From the morphological analysis of the mutant
ovaries it appeared that the egg chambers stopped developing at stage 9 and
except for few cases none of the egg chambers were progressing till mature egg
stage (Fig. 12).  A similar phenotype was previously described for female flies
that were under nutritional shortage.  These flies have a reduced fertility and egg
chambers were degenerating at around stage 9/10.  In particular nurse cell nuclei
started to condens and to fragment from stage 7/8 untill a nearly complete
degeneration of egg chambers at stage 10.  Unlike these cases CG7447 mutant
egg chambers did not show nurse cell nuclei fragmentation but instead cell death
was occurring in the follicle cells.  Caspase 3 staining, a marker for apoptotic
cells, showed a large number of follicle cells undergoing apoptosis starting from
stage 4/5 (Fig. 13).  These data indicate that in CG7447 mutant ovaries there is a
block of egg chambers development at stage 9 like in flies under nutritional
deprivation.  This event however correlates with apoptosis in the follicle cells
instead than degeneration of the nurse cells thus concluding that this phenotype is
different than the one caused by starvation.
3.3 CG7447 is required at mid-oogenesis
The lack of CG7447 in the ovaries showed an increase of apoptosis in the
follicle cells starting from stage 4/5 and a block of egg chamber development at
stage 9.  Because the block of egg chamber development was occurring at stage 9
we supposed that CG7447 was required at this stage even though CG7447 RNA
was detected only in the germarium.  The rescue experiment performed using the
Cy2Gal4 promoter proved that this hypothesis was true.  However, the described
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expression domain of Cy2Gal4 could not explain how the dying cells present at
stage 5 could be rescued by expressing CG7447 from stage 9.  This suggested
that Cy2Gal4 could induce expression in other tissues in addition to the ovaries
and consequently in the performed rescue experiment the source of CG7447 was
not only the follicle cells from stage 9 (Fig. 22 c’).  Further analysis of Cy2Gal4
expression domain showed that it was inducing expression also in the brain of the
adult fly (data not shown).  It has been proposed that the brain can have
endocrine function (Brogiolo, Stocker et al. 2001).  The Drosophila insulin-like
peptides (Dilps) for example are expressed in the neurosecretory cells of the brain
and ablation of brain DILP-producing cells affect ovary development and results
in reduced egg production rate (Ikeya, Galic et al. 2002; Rulifson, Kim et al.
2002).  Thus one possibility is that the mutant phenotype is rescued in part from
CG7447 coming from the follicle cells from stage 9 onward and in part from
CG7447 produced in the brain.  From the brain CG7447 could be secreted and by
traveling through the hemolymph could reach the ovaries and rescue part of the
phenotype (Fig. 22 c’).  But how could CG7447 synthesized in follicle cells
rescuethe mutant phenotype?  CG7447 could perform the rescue from the
producing site, the follicle cells, and inducing here for example the expression of
cell survival factors (Fig. 22 c’).  However from previous experiments we noticed
that CG7447-HA, when over-expressed in the follicle cells, is secreted.  So
another option is that CG7447 is actually secreted from the follicle cells and
inducing cell survival in the follicle cells by signaling through another molecule
outside the follicle cells (Fig. 22 c’’).
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3.4 The reduced yolk protein present in the mutant ovaries
is not the cause of follicle cell death and block of egg
chamber development
Depletion of CG7447 is inducing follicle cell death followed by a block of
egg chamber development at mid-oogenesis.  Between stage 8 and stage 10 of
oogenesis the oocyte grows in size disproportionately compared with the nurse
cells.  During these stages vitellogenesis is also taking place.  During this process
yolk proteins are synthesized in the fat body and transported from there to the
oocyte via the hemolymph.  In addition yolk proteins are synthesized as well in
the follicle cells of the ovary from stage 7/8.  Yolk proteins from the fat body and
from the follicle cells are taken up by the oocyte via receptor-mediated
endocytosis, using the receptor encoded by yolkless (DiMario and Mahowald
1987; Schonbaum, Lee et al. 1995).  Interestingly in CG7447 mutant oocytes
there was a strong reduction of yolk proteins (measured as amount of lipid
droplets) compared with the wild type oocytes (Fig. 14).  However mutants in
which genes involved in yolk protein secretion or yolk protein uptake were
affected showed a different phenotype than CG7447 mutant ovaries even though
these mutation led to a reduced amount of yolk proteins in the oocyte.  Mutations
in the yolk protein genes for example, lead to a sterility phenotype (Butterworth,
Burde et al. 1992).  In these mutants mature eggs were produced but these eggs
were flaccid and they were collapsing.  The mutant proteins were shown to be
normally secreted but then they precipitate in the sub-basement membrane space
surrounding the fat body and in the vitelline membrane between the follicle cells
and the oocyte.  It was proposed that this precipitates interfere with correct
assembly of the eggshell membrane accounting for the collapsing eggs.  A
similar phenotype was described when the yolk protein receptor yolkless was
mutated.  yolkless mutant females were sterile. In females homozygous for a
strong yolkless allele mature oocytes were generated but they were flaccid and
non fertile.  In weak yolkless alleles instead mature eggs that were flaccid were
produced as described in yolk protein mutants. From the description of these
mutants it is clear that in spite of the reduced amount of yolk proteins in the
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oocyte, progression of egg chambers do not stop at mid-oogenesis but it can
reach mature egg stage.  In addition in none of these mutants follicle cell death
was described.  Therefore we conclude that it is not the reduced amount of yolk
proteins present in CG7447 mutant oocytes that causes the follicle cell death and
the block of egg chambers development but this might be just a consequence of
for example a reduced secretion of yolk proteins from the follicle.
3.5 How can CG7447 affect egg chambers development at
mid-oogenesis?
When CG7447-HA was over-expressed in the follicle cells of the
germarium we could detect HA staining in egg chambers of later stages and in
particularly it was enriched in the oocyte (Fig. 15).  This enrichment was evident
until stage 8/9 but already at stage 10 it was not possible to detect CG7447-HA in
the oocyte.  Different possibilities could explain this result.  The size of the
oocyte at stage 10 is two or three times bigger then at stage 8/9 and this bigger
volume could have diluted CG7447-HA making the staining weaker and
undetectable.  Another possibility is that at stage 10 CG7447-HA is secreted from
the oocyte in the extracellular space facing the follicle cells. It has been
previously reported the characterization of two proteins: Nasrat and Polehole that
are secreted by the oocyte and remain associated at the outer surface of the
oocyte (Jimenez, Gonzalez-Reyes et al. 2002).  Interestingly it was proposed that
once these proteins are secreted they function to stabilize secreted factors in the
extracellular space mediating in this way cell signaling, in particularly they are
required for the extracellular accumulation of Tors-like determinant.  By over-
expressing CG7447-HA in the follicle cells using the Cy2Gal4 driver, we could
detect the protein outside the producing cells leading us to the conclusion that
CG7447-HA is secreted (Fig.16).  The fact that at stage 9-10 outside the oocyte
we do not detect CG7447-HA could be due because the amount of the protein is
lower compared with Cy2Gal4 expression.  Nevertheless we could speculate that
CG7447-HA if secreted from the oocyte could be a cell-surface protein and
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induce from there signaling in the follicle cells and this signals are required in the
follicle cells for their survival (Fig. 22 a’).  Alternatively CG7447-HA could
signal to the follicle cells not directly but through another molecule (Fig. 22a’’).
Since we do not see CG7447-HA outside the oocyte we also cannot exclude that
CG7447-HA is signaling from the oocyte to some receptor molecule on the
oocyte membrane that in turn would signal to the follicle cells.  So far we cannot
distinguish among these hypotheses but we can conclude that CG7447 is required
either directly or through other molecules to induce cell survival in the follicle
cells.  In this model, yolk protein production in the follicle cells is like the read
out of the follicle cell state.  Meaning that yolk proteins are synthesized only
when follicle cells are in a healthy condition.  In the mutant egg chambers, the
lack of CG7447 is inducing follicle cell death and consequently yolk proteins
synthesis and uptake into the oocyte is reduced.
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Fig. 22:  schematic representation of a putative function of CG7447 during oogenesis.  in a, b
and c are shown ovarioles of three different genotypes.  a, CG7447-HA is induced in the ptc
domain that is in the germarium and in the follicle cells from stage 9, HA staining, however, is
detected also in the oocytes (blue color) untill stage 9.  b, represents the mutant ovariole in which
the egg chamber development is blocked at stage 9 and there is apoptosis of the follicle cells from
stage 4-5 (green cells).  c, CG7447-HA is induced using the Cy2Gal4 driver in a mutant back
ground (rescue experiment).  CG7447-HA is expressed in the follicle cells from stage 9 onward
(blue cells).  The stages of each egg chamber are shown.  Oo: oocyte, Fc; follicle cells, yp: yolk
protein.  In the right side of the figure are schematized higher magnifications of the interface
follicle – oocyte of stage 9 egg chambers of the respective ovariole shown on the left. a’, a’’ and
a’’’ working model to explain how CG7447 that is enriched in the oocyte can signal to the follicle
cells.  a’ secreted from the oocyte directly signal to the follicle cells.  a’’ secreted from the oocyte
signal to the follicle cells through another molecule present in the space between oocyte and
follicle cells.  a’’’ CG7447-HA is not secreted from the oocyte but signal from there through a
receptor molecule present on the surface of the oocyte.  b', in the mutant the absence of CG7447
is inducing cell death in the follicle cells (green).  c', and c’’ explain how from the follicle cells
CG7447-HA can induce cell survival: directly c’ or signaling to another molecule outside the
follicle cells, c’’.
3.6 EGFL7 is expressed in vascular endothelial cells and is
required for vessel formation.
From the bioinformatic analysis CG7447 resulted to be a member of the
EGF-like domain 7 (Egfl7) and EGF-like domain 8 (Egfl8) family.  Importantly
mouse Egfl7 and Egfl8 cDNAs were able to rescue the mutant phenotype induced
by the lack of CG7447 indicating that there is a conservation in the protein
function between CG7447 and mouse Egfl7 and Egfl8.  Work from several
groups characterized Egfl7 expression pattern and function in vertebrates
whereas little is known about Egfl8.  EGF-like domain 7, also called Egfl7 or VE
statin is expressed in endothelial progenitors (Parker, Schmidt et al. 2004) and
vascular endothelial cells during vessels formation (Soncin, Mattot et al. 2003;
Fitch, Campagnolo et al. 2004; Parker, Schmidt et al. 2004).  Higher level of
Egfl7 expression is detected during embryonic development whereas its
expression is much lower in most of the adult organs for example of lungs, heart
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and kidney.  The expression pattern of Egfl7 is conserved in mouse, human and
zebrafish. Interestingly Egfl7 expression shows an up regulation in proliferative
tissues like tumors, reproductive organs during pregnancy or vascular injury
(Campagnolo, Leahy et al. 2005) suggestive for a role of Egfl7 during vascular
growth and remodeling.  In vitro analyses from the work of Soncin et al shows
Egfl7 to be a secreted factor able to repress smooth muscle cell (SMC) migration.
Another in vitro study done by Campagnolo et al, shows how Egfl7 acting as a
chemoattractant, stimulates migration of endothelial cells.  The first in vivo
functional data on Egfl7 came from knock down experiments in zebrafish
embryos (Parker, Schmidt et al. 2004).  The KD embryos showed vascular
defects and tubologenesis is disrupted throughout the entire system.  In
particularly they saw that many primary vessels have disorganized lumen or no
lumen at all.  However there were no defects in endothelial cell differentiation,
proliferation and migration and all primary veins and arteries are formed.  They
concluded that Egfl7 is specifically required for vascular tubologenesis at early
stages of vessel formation.  When proper tubes are not yet formed, angioblast
secrete Egfl7.  Egfl7 stays in the vicinity of the EC possibly associated with the
extracellular matrix to create a microenvironment that is necessary for the local
movement of angioblast.  It was also recently identified an Egfl7 paralog, Egfl8,
that shares an identical domain organization (Fig.17) to that of Egfl7.  However
Northern blot analysis of Egfl7 and Egfl8 in mouse embryos showed a different
expression profile (Fitch, Campagnolo et al. 2004).  Thus, although structurally
related, Egfl7 and Egfl8, may have different functions during embryonic
development.  But up to date there are no further studies on the characterization
and function of Egfl8.
What correlation can be found between Egfl7 function and CG7447?
From the several observations coming from this work there is not a clear
connection with CG7447 function during Drosophila oogenesis.  First of all there
is not a vascular system in Drosophila, the only tubular tissue existing is the
tracheal system but RNA in situ hybridization did not show any expression of
CG7447 within this tissue.  However the rescue experiment showed that there is a
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functional conservation between Egfl7/8 protein and CG7447.  From the analysis
done in zebrafish by Parker et al., Egfl7 has been shown to be a secreted protein
and proposed to be associated with the extracellular matrix.  Indeed the protein
once secreted stayed in the vicinity of the producing cell.  Antibody staining of
CG7447-HA in the ovaries gave the same result (Fig. 16).  Even though the
majority of the protein was detected inside the producing cell, some staining was
visible outside the cells and interestingly in form of particles.  Additionally the
outline of the producing cells marked by actin staining, showed that the secreted
CG7447-HA stayed close to the cells.  This similar behavior of CG7447 and
Egfl7 could make us think that although they are required in different tissues, the
way these proteins are executing their function is molecularly the same.  CG7447
could be secreted from the producing cells and become part of the extracellular
matrix where it could be able to trigger the same cascade of events then Egfl7
does.
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4 MATERIAL AND METHOD
4.1 Immunostaining
Female flies were kept in cages with apple juice plate and yeast at room
temperature for one day before dissection. Flies were dissected in PBS and fixed
for 20 min in 100µl of 4% paraformaldehyde in PEMT (PEM (0.1M Pipes, 2mM
MgSO4, 1mM EGTA)+ 0.1% Trition X-100) and 300µl of heptane. All the
following washings steps were done using PEMT + 0.1% BSA. The fixing
solution is removed by rinsing three times the samples and additional three 20
min washes. The samples were afterwards blocked keeping them with PEMT +
1% BSA for one hour and then incubated overnight at 4°C with diluted primary
antibody in PEMT 0.1% BSA. Then they were rinsed three times and other three
times for 30 min in PEMT 0.1% BSA. The ovaries were then incubated with
diluted secondary antibody in PEMT 0.1% BSA for one hour at room
temperature. The secondary antibody was washed as described for the primary
antibody and ovaries were mounted in PPDA and kept at -20°C.
Primaries antibody were diluted as follows: rabbit Cleaved Caspase-3 (Cell
Signalling Technology) 1:300, rabbit anti HA 1:1500 (Roche). Secondary
antibody: anti rabbit Alexa 488 (Molecular Probe) 1:200. Cell membranes were
labeled with rhodamine-phalloidine (Molecular Probes) 1:200.
4.2 Nile Red staining
Flies were dissected in ice cold PBS.  Ovaries were then transferred to a drop of
Nile Red solution diluted 1:100 in PBS from 100 µg/ml stock solution in acetone
(Greenspan, Mayer et al. 1985).  The ovaries were incubated with the dye for 10
min at room temperature and then washed with PBS three times and transferred
to a chamber for live image acquisition.
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4.3 Statistical analysis
All values were expressed as means ± SD.  Statistical significances were
determined by using the two-tailed unpaired Student’s t test and differences were
considered to be statistically significant when p<0.05.
4.4 RNA in situ hybridization of ovaries
Ovaries were dissected in PBS and fixed in 100µl of devitellizing buffer (1vol
BufferB (1mM MgCl2, 10mM Sodium Phosphate buffer pH 7.0 and 0.15M
NaCl2), 1vol formaldehyde 36% and 4 vol water) and 600µl of heptane for 10
min. Ovaries were rinsed with PBS (treated with 0.1% Diethyl Pyrocarbonate-
DEPC) and washed twice with PBT (PBS+ 0.1% Triton X-100) for 10 min.
Samples were then digested with 2µg/ml proteinase K for 2min, stop the reaction
with 2mg/ml glycine for 1min. Hybridization, washes and detection were
performed according to standard protocols (Schlichting, 2005) (hybridization
temperature is 55°C) using dioxygenin-labelled cDNA of CG7447. Primers
sequences used to synthesize the probe CG7447 were: 5’-CGGGATCC
T T A C T C G A G C T C T T T C C T G C - 3 ’  a n d  5 ’ -  C G G A A T T C
TTGGGATCTGTGGGATAGCC- 3’.   In situ stainings were performed using
anti-digoxygenin AP (Roche) diluted 1:2000 for 1.5hrs and NBT/BCIP. Ovaries
were dehydrated through EtOH series and mounted in Canada Balsam dissolved
in methylsalycylate. Samples were examined with Axioplan2 imaging-Zeiss.
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4.5 RNA in situ hybridization of wing imaginal discs
Wing imaginal discs were dissected in PBS on ice. Fixation, hybridization,
washes, and detection were performed according to standard protocols
(Schlichting, 2005) (hybridization temperature is 55°C) using dioxygenin-
labelled cDNA of CG7447.
Samples were examined with Axioplan2 imaging-Zeiss.
4.6 Real Time RT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated from ovaries from 11 wild type flies and 11
CG7447iIV/Df flies using the RNeasy spin protocol (Quiagen). RNA samples
were stored in -80°C. From the total RNA, cDNA was synthesized using the
SMART Race cDNA amplification kit (Clontech). We performed the 5’-RACE
cDNA preparation.
For actin 5 C the primers used were: 5’-AGCAGTCGTCTATCACAGAG- 3’
(Tm 58°C) and 5’-TCGTCTAATCCAGAGACACC- 3’ (Tm 60°C). For CG7447
the primers used were: 5’ –ATGAGCGAGTGCACACGAAC- 3’ (Tm 62°C) in
combination with 5’ –TCCGGGACTCTGTCTTGTAG- 3’ (Tm 62°C) (CG7447
primers1) and with 5’ – CACTTCAGCAGCAGGTTCAGC- 3’ (TM 62°C)
(CG7447 primers2). Real time RT-PCR was performed using the Brilliant SYBR
Green QPCR Master Mix (Stratagene). We ran 40 cycles per reaction and the
annealing temperature was set at 60°C.
4.7 Western Blot of wing discs extract
Wing discs were dissected from 10 third instar larvae in eppendorf tubes on ice.
40µl of 1x sample buffer (2%SDS, 20% glycerol, 40% β-Mercaptoethanol and
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0.2M of Tris pH 7.0) was added to each sample. The proteins were denatured by
heating up the samples at 100 °C for 5 min. Once proteins were denatured the
deglycosylating mix (1x G7 Reaction Buffer, 1.5 µl of PGNaseF, 2.5 µl NP-40
1%) (New England Biolabs) was added to the samples. The deglycosilation was
carried out by incubating the samples for 1 hour at 37 °C and analyzed by
Western blotting (10% gel). Primary antibody were used as follows: rabbit anti
CG7447 1:20000, rabbit anti HA 1:10000 (in TBS + 5%BSA). Secondary rabbit
Hrp conjugated antibody was used in the dilution 1:10000 (in TBS + 5%BSA).
4.8 Transfection of Drosophila Schneider S2 cells
The cells were split one day before transfection in a 60mm plate. They were
grown in Shield and Sang M3 insect media (Sigma) + 10% FCS and 100 µg/ml
Pen/Str at 25°C. Transfection was performed using the Effetcene transfection kit
(Qiagene) following the protocol for adherent cells. In order to increase the
amount of secreted proteins in the media, one day after transfection, the growing
media was reduced from 4ml to 1ml. Cells were let grown for 1.5 days more.
4.9 Western Blot of Schneider S2 cells extract and culture
media
2.5 days after transfection I took the media from the plate and spun it for 5min at
4000g to pellet the residual cells in suspension. To the cells on the 60mm plates
were added the lysate buffer (5mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris ph8, 0.5% Triton and
150mM NaCl) (Bao and Cagan 2005) and incubated them for one hour at 4°C. I
then collected the lysate and spun it for 3-5 min at 4000g to pellet the nuclei. The
total amount of protein of the media and the lysate was measured using the BCA
Protein Assay Kit (Pierce). In order to reduce the amount of all the
Immunoglobulin coming from the serum present in the growing medium, I
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additionally incubated the samples with protein G-Agarose (Roche) twice for 1 hr
each. At this point 1x sample buffer was added to the samples and they were
denatured as described before. The samples were loaded onto a 10% gel. Primary
antibodies were used as follows: rabbit anti GFP 1:750 (Clontech) (in TBS +
5%BSA), rabbit anti HA 1:10000 (in TBS + 5%BSA). Secondary rabbit Hrp
conjugated antibody was used in the dilution 1:10000 (in TBS + 5%BSA).
4.10 Molecular cloning of mouse Egfl7 and Egfl8
The first 260 bp of Egfl8 were amplified by PCR with the following primers: 5’-
CGGGGTACCAACATGGGGCTCTGGGCTGAGCTG –3’ (containing an
Asp718 site and a Kozak sequence) and 5’- ACGTGTGTCTGTGGTACCTCC
–3’ and cloned into a pBS vector. The remaining 620 bp of Egfl8 was amplified
with the following primers: 5’- TGAGGCGGGAGGTACCACAG –3’ and 5’-
TTGGCGCGCTCCACGCAGGCTTGGGCCCAGGCT –3’ (containing a BssHII
sites) into a pMZ55 vector (to introduce the Hemagglutinin tag, HA). The stop
codon of Egfl8 was removed and now in frame with pMZ55. Both the fragments
were then cloned into the pUAST vector suitable for injections into Drosophila
embryos and to obtain transgenic flies. The whole Egfl7 sequence was amplified
u s i n g  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r i m e r s :  5 ’ -
CGGGGTACCAACATGCAGACCATGTGGGGCTCC –3’ (containing an
A s p 7 1 8  s i t e  a n d  a  k o z a k  s e q u e n c e )  a n d  5 ’ -
TTGGCGCGCCAGATCTTTTTTGCAGGAGCAGGACCC –3’ (containing a
BssHII site). The Egfl7 stop codon was removed, and the fragment was cloned
first into a pMZZ55 vector to introduce an HA tag, and then into the pUAST
vector.
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4.11 Generation of CG7447 mutant allele
The P element line KG05125 used to generate the mutation in CG7447 gene was
obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center.  Imprecise P element excision was
performed according to standard genetics protocols (Fig. 23).  300 lines were
screened by PCR using different primer combinations.
Fig. 23: Representation of the crossing scheme performed to generate a deletion in CG7447
gene. After inducing the jumping of the P-element b), several primers combinations were used in
order to map the deletion. Specifically the primers amplifying short DNA fragments at each side
of the deletion, as shown in part d) of the crossing scheme.
The deletion was molecularly mapped by PCR with the following combination of
primers:  5’-  CCAGCCAATGTGCACCGAAC –3’ and 5’-
TGCTGCAATTGCTCATGTAGC -3’. A band of 600bp was obtained instead of
6kb.
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